
A final total score
Posted by halmstadmicke - 2011/05/17 08:55
_____________________________________

A final total score

Example
Review for restaurants

Quizze 1 - One star restaurants

Categori 1 - FOOD with different questions and points
Categori 2 - SERVICE with different questions and points
Categori 3 - ATMOSPHERE with different questions and points
Categori 4 - VALUE with different questions and points

Quizze 2 - Two star restaurants
etc.


I want to sum the different scores from each Categori to a total score, in a Question Scores Report.


How do I do that?

(I know Focusdev - Survey Manager have that function)

============================================================================

Re:A final total score
Posted by admin - 2011/05/17 08:59
_____________________________________

Hello,

Do you want to show score for each question category at the end of a quiz?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:A final total score
Posted by halmstadmicke - 2011/05/17 10:36
_____________________________________

Yes I want to show a score for each question category and a summary total for all question category's.
Example

Categori 1 - FOOD          10p
Categori 2 - SERVICE       15p
Categori 3 - ATMOSPHERE    20p
Categori 4 - VALUE         20p

                     Total 65p

============================================================================

Re:A final total score
Posted by halmstadmicke - 2011/05/17 12:08
_____________________________________

Additional to the category summary total and total summary 
it would be good if shows "passed" or "not passed".

============================================================================
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Re:A final total score
Posted by admin - 2011/05/18 07:15
_____________________________________

We have sent the answer by email. Check it please.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:A final total score
Posted by halmstadmicke - 2011/05/18 12:04
_____________________________________

Thanks for quick reply.
Unfortunately your answer was not a straight answer of my description.
So I dont think Ari Quiz can meet my demands.

============================================================================
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